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Abstract 

This research work deals with the design and fabrication of fast ultra-flexible sensing devices through 

state-of-the-art technologies like multi-head 3D fabrication techniques and Reverse Offset Printing. The 

devices like soft sensors (strain and humidity sensors) have been developed with successful target of 

enhancing the features like sensing capacity, detection range, detection limit, cyclic stability, hysteresis, 

data reproducibility and  accuracy. These milestones were significantly attained through articulated 

cutting-edge research of selection of active material and its relevant synthesis, device structure 

optimization through simulation and working principle and implementation of device using compatible 

fabrication system. Two strain sensing devices were fabricated based on the novel conductive materials,  

Gly-KCL and PEDOT: PSS/MWCNTS after a fully optimized sensor’ design using FEA tool of 

COMSOL 5.4. The developed strain sensors outperformed not only in terrestrial robotic and human 

motion monitoring but also under aquatic environment due to its water-proof design structure. Moreover, 

an environmental sensor based on humidity sensing device has also been developed which has prime 

features of biocompatibility due to active layer of Polylactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA), all printed 

fabrication approach, full range responsive sensors (0%- 100%), highly linear and a portable wi-fi 

enabled interactive system for sensor’s response readout. For the characterization of devices, custom-

made setups with precise electronic controllers have been developed. The developed sensors have been 

compared with the commercial as well as reported devices in literature and their results showed them 

strong candidates to commercially available sensors. In the end, a soft robot mimicking real frog has 

been modelled and fabricated based on ultra-flexible 3D printable Shape Memory Polymer (SMP) 

composite filament and shape memory alloy (SMA). After careful mathematical modelling, simulation-

based optimization, the developed robot was able to achieve under water synchronous swimming with 

acceptable thrust force and the adoptability to swim under different applied frequencies using an 

interactive GUI of LabVIEW controlled custom-made setup. In other words, this research work 

effectively presents the logical combination of multiple fields of study to fabricate soft sensors with 

focus on wearable and robotics applications.  
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1 Introduction 

Recently, the soft sensors have gained enormous attention due to their myriad applications such as 

wearable electronics, personal health monitoring, medical devices, prostheses, smart clothes, and soft 

robotics. These devices are preferred owing to their characteristics such as high compliance, long 

lifetime, low weight, and low cost. However, conventional devices contain rigid electronic components 

which limit their use in human-centric applications and reachability for robots. In fact, soft flexible 

sensors play a vital role in various fields like motion-feedback for fabricated robots, human health 

monitoring, electronic skin and flexible touch screens. Unlike soft sensors, conventional sensors use a 

well-established technology by mainly exploring different forms of buckling, mesh, interlocking, foams 

and films in carbon and graphene.  Ideal sensor should possess characteristics such as highly sensitive, 

cost-effective, highly specific, have wide operation range, accurate robust, have fast transient 

response, easy to operate, simple readout circuitry and stable. Moreover, it is practically not possible 

to achieve all the mentioned features in one sensing device. Rather, there is always some trade -off 

among those characteristics. In case of application specific sensors, only few qualities are required. 

Researchers have managed to achieve such goals by using various techniques like device structure, 

working mechanism, using specific material and fabrication process. Many researchers have 

developed sensors for targeted applications by just focusing on a single parameter. Like specialized 

groups in chemistry mainly design the sensors using novel high-performance materials, physicists 

explore this field by focusing on device structure and its working mechanism, and so on. Recently, the 

advancement in 3D printing and additive manufacturing has brought new avenues in sensor 

fabrication in addition to their mass production, which was hardly possible using conventional 

approaches. 3D printing brings liberty in the design and specifications and enable effective fabrication 

of complex sensors, memristors, transistors and actuators. Environmental monitoring is crucial for 

investigating climate change, weather forecasting, health care, industry, and other applications. 

Parameters like strain, temperature, humidity, radiation, wind speed, gases, light intensity, 

contamination, etc. are detected both quantitatively and qualitatively to establish a complete set of 

information. The major parameters used for basic weather monitoring include relative humidity and 
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temperature. All these factors are crucial in monitoring and control of application-specific 

environments and health care industry. The devices like ECG electrodes, optical sensors, pressure 

sensors, tactile sensors, displacement sensors, temperature sensors, chemo/bio sensors, humidity 

sensors and antennas have been developed using various printing technologies. Novel active 

electronic materials with required properties to carry out the sensing application have been 

developed, which have compatibility with additive manufacturing. Further, the working principle of 

device is thoroughly explored, to optimize the performance parameters. However, it remains 

unattainable to bring all the parametric features in to one device using mentioned techniques. Using 

of one specific technique to solve the limitations brings a significant compromise on the complexity of 

the device structure, performance parameters, cost, fabrication approach, incompatibility with the 

already available technologies. Therefore, it is evident, that for the development of an ideal sensor for 

any required application, an articulate knowledge of various fields is indispensable.  

To solve these problems, high performance strain and humidity sensors have been developed. 

Modeling, Fabrication & Control of fast ultra-flexible sensing devices through state-of-the-art 

technologies 3D printing and Reverse Offset Printing have been achieved. The devices like soft sensors 

(strain and humidity sensors) have been developed with successful target of enhancing the features 

like sensing capacity, detection range, detection limit, cyclic stability, hysteresis, data reproducibility 

and accuracy. These milestones were significantly achieved through articulated cutting-edge research 

of selection of active material and its relevant synthesis, device structure optimization through 

simulation and working principle and implementation of device using compatible fabrication system. 

The main focus has also been to make sure that the manufactured devices possess biocompatibility 

which is very important when it comes to the device interaction with humans. The fabrication 

techniques used to develop sensors enable devices to be conformal for wearable electronics 

applications and robotics applications. The proposed sensors allow simple and seamless integration 

with the day-to-day gadgets like smart phones.  
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2 Electronic Materials  

2.1 Introduction 

For any sort of device fabrication, materials are one of the most vital elements. It is of great 

importance to select and synthesize appropriate materials based on the required applications1–3 4–9. 

The materials must possess the properties that can perform the desired operation and must also be 

compatible with the available fabrication technologies that are printing systems in case of this 

research work. The materials selection and synthesis process start with enlisting the properties 

required for the target application. Several candidates are short listed based on their intrinsic 

properties and then one or more of them are selected based on the design and fabricat ion 

requirements10,11. In current research work targeting environmental and bio-sensing devices, three 

major categories of materials were studied in detail. They include conductive materials for electrode 

fabrication, active layer materials for sensing area fabrication, and biomaterials to study the 

interaction of different bio-reagents and the effects of those interactions. All these materials involved 

in electronic sensing device fabrication can be referred to as electronic materials due to the change in 

their electrical properties that can be studied as the device output. 

2.2 Electrode Materials 

All the sensors fabricated in this research work were based on changes in electronic properties and 

were listed in the electronic sensor’s category. For the fabrication of electronic sensors, a transducer 

is one of the core device elements that converts any kind of signals into electrical signals that can be 

detected by the read-out circuits2,4,5,7–9,11,12. For the fabrication of the transducers, different 

conductive inks based on metallic nanoparticles were used. The electrodes were designed in an 

interdigitated transducer (IDT) pattern. Moreover, for the development of strain sensors, silicon 

coated electrodes were encapsulated with sensing materials. IDT design was selected based on its 

superiority in performance relative to other transducer designs owing to its large area and multi 

chemristors element design. For the humidity sensing devices, silver ink was used as the electrode 
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material deposited in IDT pattern using Reverse Offset Printing technology. The electrode material 

and fabrication method were later replaced with silver nano 

 

Figure 2-1  a) High magnification images of fabricated electrodes, b) optical images of six different 
samples of fabricated sensor, c) fabricated sensors’ dimensions, d) 3D profile of fabricated electrodes 

 

particle based conductive inks and printing techniques to make it compatible with printed electronic 

approaches13. Two types of commercially available silver nano-particle inks were used for electrode 

fabrication including Ag nanoparticles ink purchased from PARU with particles diameter range of 

20~200 nm, Ag contents of 80~88 wt% and typical resistance of 2.0 mΩ/mil and Silverjet DGH ink for 

reverse offset (viscosity: 1.5 cps, surface tension: 24.4 mN/m, dispersion matrix: octane based). These 

inks were compatible with multiple pattern printing systems including reverse offset printing, screen 

printing, EHD printing, and inkjet printing. However, for initial testing of the sensing mechanism, 

electronic inks Circuit Scribe Conductive ink pen with ~2 Ω/cm conductivity was used for the hand 

drawn electrode patterns onto the substrates. The dimensions of designed and fabricated humidity 

sensors are shown in Figure 2-1. 
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2.3 Active Layer Materials 

Active layer materials possess the highest importance in any electronic sensing device and they are 

selected after carefully considering their electronic readout capabilities, sensitivity towards the target, 

saturation values, limits of detection, re-usability, long-term stability, low cost, environmental effects, 

and so on13–18. In this research, a biocompatible Poly lactic glycolic acid (PLGA) is used as a sensing 

layer for the first time. Moreover, for Strain sensors, A biocompatible composites of glycerol and 

potassium chloride, and conductive poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate 

multiwall carbon nanotube (PEDOT: PSS/MWCNT19. 

2.3.1 Electronic polymers 

The first polymer used for the fabrication of humidity sensors active layer was Poly lactic glycolic acid 

(PLGA). This is considered as well-known drug delivery polymer. Poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) is a 

copolymer of poly (lactic acid) and poly (glycolic acid) which is FDA approved biocompatible and 

biodegradable polymer which is increasingly used for sustainable drug delivery applications.  Poly 

lactic glycolic acid (PLGA lactic: glycolic =50:50), TFE (2, 2, 2-Trifluoroethanol) and Polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET) substrate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. For the fabrication of silver 

conductive ink (viscosity: 1.5 cps, surface tension: 24.4 mN/m, dispersion matrix: octane based) was 

purchased from Silverjet DGH ink for reverse offset printing.  The chemistry of PLGA (inherently 

viscosity 0.45-0.60 dl g-1, Mw ~ 38-54 kDa P50/50) comprises the copolymerization of lactic and glycolic 

acid monomers. Glycolic acid (HOCH2COOH) is the smallest α-hydroxy acid. Lactic acid 

(HOCH3CHCOOH) is a simple chiral molecule which exists as two enantiomers, L- and D-lactic acid. 

PLGA solution was prepared by dissolving 100 mg in TFE (2, 2, 2-Trifluoroethanol) (10 mL). The solution 

was continuously stirred for 30 min at room temperature (25 0C) to get the homogeneous solution 

and stored at room temperature until further use. 

For surface morphology of the thin film, SEM image is shown in figure 2-3 (a), indicating a smooth 

layer deposition13. However, a minor roughness can be seen due to higher ratio of polyglycolide (PGA); 

which has crystalline structure enabling overall active layer as good sensing candidate. For verifying 
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chemical structure and purity of material used, FTIR spectra was obtained ranging from 4000 to 750 

cm-1, resolution of 4 cm-1 and 16 scans per sample. In figure 2-3 (b), EDS data is shown from where 

elemental data can be seen. Both carbon and oxygen were successfully detected in EDS mapping in 

addition to Zr which is due to sputtering of sample. The distribution of both intended elements is 

shown on selected area of sample as shown in bottom images. While for surface nanoscale 

topography and roughness, direct fabricated sensor was placed in AFM under controlled temperature 

and humidity of 200 °C and 20%RH respectively AFM 3D images along with average roughness graph 

were taken, as shown in figure 2-3  (c). The surface morphology was quite flat with average RMS 

roughness value of less than 3nm. 

 

Figure 2-2 Characterization of sensing layer; a) Surface morphology of the samples showing FE-SEM 
images, b) EDS data, c) AFM 3D profile of film 

 

As shown in figure 2-3 (d), C-H stretch of CH3 and C-H stretch of –C-H- were detected at 2963 cm-1. A 

band at 1752 cm-1 was assigned to stretching vibration of C=O of the strong and narrow ester bond 

and 1088-1185 cm-1 was attributed to C-O stretching which belong to characteristic peaks of the PLGA 

molecule. Moreover, CH2 e CH2 was associated with 1270 cm-1. 
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For the design of strain sensors, composites of glycerol and potassium chloride was used. for this, 

Glycerol was purchased from a pharmaceutical shop in Jeju Island, South Korea. This has similar 

properties like water and good agent to dissolve the halide salts.  The conductive solution was 

prepared dissolving potassium chloride (KCl) into glycerol for 4 hrs using magnetic stirrer followed by 

centrifugal mixing for 10 min. Moreover, the composite has higher ionic conductivity as compared to 

NaCl and LiCl .  Although, the viscosity of glycerol is high even at ambient temperature (~1.4 Pa.s) 

which normally increases as salt dissolves in it, but KCl has substantially decreased to 0.838 Pa.s when 

measured using SEKONIC VISCOMATE VM-10A. This augmented the fabricated sensor to better cope 

with the stretching-relaxing memory effect. The viscosity of pure glycerol and KCL-Gly composite 

against temperature range of 5.0-50. °C is determined. The composite’s viscoelastic property highly 

depends on the temperature. Moreover for second strain sensor, conductive poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate multiwall carbon nanotube (PEDOT:PSS/MWCNT) was 

used. MWCNT (>98% carbon basis, O.D. 6–13 nm, L 2.5–20 μm) and PEDOT:PSS ink (3.0–4.0 wt.%) 

were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent was acquired from Alfa Aesar. 

For the matrix to hold the conductive liquid through the sinusoidal channel, Ecoflex 00–30 (Young’s 

modulus 70 kPa) purchased from Smooth-on was used. First, different dispersions with MCWNT 

Figure 2-3 a-c) Surface morphology of three different sensor samples, d-f) Surface roughness of three 

different sensor samples 
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concentrations ranging from 0.10 to 0.3 wt% in DMF solvent were prepared. However, on the basis of 

repeated experiments, 50 mg of MWCNT in 25 ml of DMF was used, which was ultra-sonicated for 0.5 

h to ensure that the MWCNT had completely dispersed. To make the composite, PEDOT:PSS (3.0–4.0 

wt.%) was poured into the MWCNT solution in a ratio of 2:1, which was ultrasonicated for 2.5 h. Finally, 

the PEDOT:PSS/MWCNT polymer composite was centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 20 min to separate the 

large bundles, which significantly affect the homogeneity of the solution.  This process was repeated 

until a clear solution was obtained14. 

 

Figure 2-4 FTIR spectrum of pure PLGA showing the chemical composition and purity of the polymer. 

 

2.3.2 Biocompatible Materials 
To target the applications like wearable electronics, it is very important that the sensing devices must 

be biocompatible which must not show any potential hazards to human health2,17,19–21. To target 

wearable applications for humans, it is of considerable importance that the proposed sensor must be 

biocompatible. This means that the sensor has not only high electrical and mechanical performance 

but also must not pose any harm to human skin when it is worn1,22–24.  For this, all the sub-parts of the 

sensor, including active materials should have possess biocompatibility25–27.  In this research work, 

sensing materials are carefully selected which are well-known biocompatible materials. Moreover, to 

further validate the biocompatibility of the fabricated sensors, biocompatibility tests have been 

performed. For humidity sensors, biocompatibility of PLGA was assessed by culturing Human small air 
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way epithelial cells (SAECs) with the as-synthesized films (~100 mm). The film was annealed for 

overnight on glass petri dish. SAECs viability after 7 days of culture was analyzed and there was no 

significant difference with a control group (standard cell culture dish). Nuclei were in proper shape 

stained with DAPI, which indicated that most of the HAECs were healthy. The biocompatibility results 

of PLGA are shown in Figure 2-2. 

Moreover, for strain sensor, biocompatibility test was performed using a live-dead assay experiment. 

For this, human epidermal keratinocytes (HEKp)(Thermo Fisher scientific) human umbilical vein 

endothelial cells (HUVEC) (ATCC) were cultured on a sensor surface made of PDMS at passage numbers 

4 and 5 respectively. HEkp were cultured in serum-free mediaEpiLife® media with 60 µM calcium and 

human keratinocyte growth supplement (HKGS), and HUVEC were cultured in vascular cell basal 

medium with growth factors. Sensors containing cells were placed in petri plates with different media 

and kept at 37 °C in 5% CO2 at 99% humidity for 7 days in incubator. Cell viability was determined by 

a lived/dead assay kit (Thermo fisher). After 48, 96, and 156 h, the sensors containing HEKp and HUVEC 

were washed with PBS and stained with 2 µl of calcein to stain the incubated live cells for 20 min at 

room temperature and with 0.5 µl of ethidium homodimer to stain the dead cells for 10 min at room 

temperature. They were then washed thrice and visualized under a confocal laser scanning 

microscope. Z-stack images were taken for all the samples19.    

Human primary skin and blood capillary cells were used to test the biocompatibility  of the strain 

sensor. Live/dead assay was performed to check the cell viability over a week. Our results showed 

good cell viability over a prolonged duration. The sensor did not show cytotoxicity to human skin or 

blood capillary cells even after 1 week of culture cells on the sensor surface. The survival rates of HEKp 

and HUVEC were 96.7±1.5% and 97.4±0.9%, respectively, as shown in Figure 2-2. 
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3 Biocompatible Humidity Sensor 

This paper reports a fast, linear, all-range sensitive and biocompatible humidity sensor using Poly lactic 

glycolic acid (PLGA) as a sensing layer for the first time. The device is fabricated using all printing 

methods. The high definition interdigitated electrode structure was printed on flexible PET substrate 

by reverse offset printing setup using silver ink, while PLGA ink was deposited using spin coating. IDEs 

with two different dimensions were printed with three samples of  each. There are two major portions 

in an electronic sensing device, one is the transducer part that comprises of conductive electrodes and 

the other one is the active sensing portion to detect the target analyte and generate a signal that can 

be converted to electrical signal through the transducer. The output of sensor is impedance which 

decreases with increase in relative humidity in a controlled chamber. The results show excellent 

stability, obvious response to RH for full range from 0– 100%RH with fast response time of 3 s and 

recovery time of 6 s. Sensor data can be received continuously using smart phone with a Wi-Fi 

connection with ESP8266 MCUNODE. Sensor’s flexibility test was also performed for 5mm mechanical 

bending radius which showed reasonable consistency with results of flat sensor. The biocompatibility 

of sensor’s active layer was analyzed and confirmed by culturing human small air way epithelial cells 

for 7 days. To utilize sensor’s feature of being biocompatible, it was then used for human respiration 

monitoring which enabled the proposed device to be strong candidate for wearable electronics and 

health monitoring applications.  

3.1 Sensor Fabrication 

Step-by-step fabrication process of the sensor is shown in Figure 3-1. Silver ink was used for electrode 

fabrication. High resolution interdigital structure was fabricated on PET substrate using reverse offset 

printing system. Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK) was used for removing any dust or fat particles from PET 

sheets before printing. Two sensors with different thickness and spacing are developed with names 

sensor-1 and sensor-2. Sensor-1 has total of 40 fingers (thickness of 50um, spacing of 40um and length 

of 8mm) while sensor-2 has 10 fingers (thickness of 250um, spacing of 240um and length of 8mm). 

Three samples of each sensor type are spin coated with PLGA ink with fixed RPM set at 1000, 2000 
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and 3000 respectively. Optimized results were achieved with 2000 RPM with sensor-1. All sensor 

samples were placed in a furnace with preset temperature of 100 °C for 12 hours for films to be 

properly cured. 

 

Figure 3-1 Step by step fabrication process of humidity sensor; reverse offset printing of silver IDEs 
(top right), fabricated IDEs (top right) are then deposited with PLGA ink using spin coater (bottom right) 
followed by film annealing (bottom center) and fabricated device (bottom left).   

 

3.2 Electrode Fabrication 

Electrode fabrication requires the printing system to print patterns in any shape and of any size with 

high accuracy and repeatability27–31. The electrodes need to have high electrical conductivity and 

smooth finishing. Three major printing techniques were used to print the transducer electrodes for 

our sensing devices. Highly accurate and conductive electrodes were fabricated through reverse offset 

printing. Silver conductive ink was used by Silverjet DGH ink for reverse offset (viscosity: 1.5cps, 

surface tension: 24.4mN/m, dispersion matrix: octane based). Reverse offset printing works on the 

principle of transferring a fixed design pattern from the host substrate to the target substrate through 

a PDMS blanket roll. Multiple design of interdigitated transducer (IDT) electrodes were prepared and 
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the cliché was fabricated for each design 10. The process details and working principle of the printing 

system are explained in Figure 3-2. The fabricated electrodes by reverse offset printing were cured at 

200 °C for 2 hours for all devices. 

 

Figure 3-2: Step by step fabrication process of reverse offset printing for electrode fabrication. 

The advantages of using reverse offset printing method is that this system is mass production 

compatible32 and if the process parameters are optimized carefully33, it is capable of printing very high 

quality patterns that can compete with the conventional lithographic techniques.  Pattern sizes of up 

to 20 µm were printed successfully with very high quality finish34–39. The system was mostly used to 

print the bottom transducers for the sensing devices and then the top sensing layer was deposited 

onto them through other printing methods. 

3.3 Characterization setup 

Custom-built controlled environment box. Setup has capability to control its humidity form 0% 

RH to 100% RH using Proportional Feedback Controller (PID). Dry nitrogen gas was used to 

decrease the humidity to minimum value of zero or change to any other value of choice whereas 

for achieving humidity level up to 10% RH, compressed dry air was preferred. Desktop humidifier 

was used to add water vapors to the chamber for increasing the RH. All inlets were electronically 

controlled using Electronic mass flow controllers (MFC) except dry nitrogen gas which was 

manually regulated. The response of sensor was continuously logged to desktop computer using 

USB connection and smart phone using local WIFI network. There was an average change of 2% 
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RH and around 50 data points from maximum %RH to minimum and vice versa. A commercial 

sensor DTU-21D is used as reference and feedback for PID controller. For measuring sensor’s 

impedance, handheld LCR meter (LCR-916, GW INSTEK) was used to display real time graph in 

addition to data logging to computer. The meter was set to get sample after every second and 

could generate 0.6 Vrms AC output with five different frequencies (100Hz, 120Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 

100 kHz). Data from reference sensor was received using ESP8266 (WIFI enabled 

microcontroller board) that continuously sent data to computer using USB communication and 

LCR meter logged data using its own commercially available software. Temperature of chamber 

is maintained at 25 0C during the whole experiment. To achieve remote monitoring, android 

application has been designed using MIT app inventor online platform that receives real-time 

values of impedance and displays on phone’s screen against time. The details of setup are shown 

in Figure 3-3. 

3.4 Working Mechanism 

The working principle of proposed RH sensor is based on impedance change when water 

molecules are trapped by the sensing layer. Sensor’s behavior is to decrease impedance against 

increasing relative humidity of controlled chamber40–44. The resultant effect of capacitance of 

fabricated film and resistance of electrodes provides the impedance magnitude. So, increase in 

RH value either gives rise to dielectric constant or increase in conductivity (decreasing 

resistance). The mechanism is shown in figure 5. Humidity sensing can be divided in to two parts; 

initially sensor’s dominant behavior is due to chemisorption which causes the generation positive 

ions (H+). Every water molecule trapped by sensing film leads to the formation of lactic acid- 

glycolic acid oligomers resulting in acid carboxylic end group 45,  causing increase in ionic 

conductivity which enables protonic conduction current to flow between electrodes. This also 

makes the sensing very fast. Secondly the decrease in impedance is also due to physisorption 

which is normal phenomenon reported in many of the RH sensing devices 31,32,44,46.        
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Figure 3-3 Custom developed characterization setup schematic used for the measurement of sensors 
response against change in relative humidity. 

3.5 Sensor’s Electrical Response 

Sensor’s electrical performance is analyzed by measuring the output impedance against change in 

relative humidity of electronically controlled chamber. Obtained results suggest the behavior of 

decreasing impedance as the level of water vapors increase. Different thicknesses fabricated sensing 

layers exhibited different intrinsic impedance while showing dominant behavior of inverse relation 

between thickness and impedance. The impedance response against relative humidity change of 

sensor-1 and sensor-2 at two frequencies (1 kHz and 10 kHz) are shown in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-4 Humidity Sensing Mechanism 

The results show that there is inverse relationship between impedance of sensor and relative humidity 

of the chamber in which sensor is placed for testing. Both sensors’ response is highly sensitive and 

linear throughout the humidity ranges. The overall response of each sensor can be divided into two 

unequal parts; the first part of each sensor is highly sensitive and undergoes rapid change of 

impedance, however in second part due to enough saturation due to adsorption, the change in 

impedance is decreased. To verify the consistency of fabricated sensors, three samples of each sensor 

type were analyzed. Results shown in Figure 3-5(e-f) pose great level of coherence which is highly 

required for the commercialization of any device.  
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Figure 3-5 Impedance response of Sensor-1 and sensor 2: a) Sensor-1 at 100 Hz b) Sensor-1 at 1 kHz c) 

Sensor-1 at 10 k Hz d) Sensor-2 at 1 kHz e) Sensor-2 at 10 kHz 

3.5.1 Sensor’s reproducibility  
Repeated cycles of the rapid humidification and dehumidification were performed to determine the 

transient response of sensor and response/recovery time. Cyclic behavior, the sensor’s surface was 

placed near dry nitrogen gas valve and humidifier tube. For increasing the humidity the tube was 

placed at a distance of ~20mm form the perpendicular vector area of sensor. The process was done 
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quickly by opening and closing valves of humidifier and gas cylinder. The results for cyclic performance 

and transient response are shown in Figure 3-6. The response and recovery times of sensor were 

determined using transient response shown in Figure 3-6(b-c). The output of the sensor was directly 

logged against real time change. Commercial humidity sensor’s reading was continuously checked to 

properly achieve RH values of ~10% and 90%; response time is the time taken by sensor to reach from 

10% to 90% whereas vice versa for recovery time. Repeated sensor’s pattern about 140 seconds gave 

a highly stable transient response with response time of 3 s and recovery time of 6 s. Both values are 

highly suitable for various applications specially that requiring high response time like in the case of 

personnel health monitoring.        

 

Figure 3-6 Impedance response curves for the sensor showing (a) multiple cycles of humidification and 
desiccation and (b) Transient response for response and recovery time calculations  

3.5.2 Sensor biocompatibility Test 
The biocompatibility of any sensor plays a decisive role, whether a sensor should be used a human 

wearable device or not. For the proof of concept, biocompatibility of PLGA was assessed by culturing 

Human small air way epithelial cells (SAECs) with the as-synthesized films (~100 mm)47. The film was 

annealed for overnight on glass petri dish. SAECs viability after 7 days of culture was analyzed and 

there was no significant difference with a control group (standard cell culture dish). Nuclei were in 

proper shape stained with DAPI, which indicated that most of the HAECs were healthy . The SAEC's 

were stained with Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 
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Plus 488 to check the cell morphology and nuclei were counter stained with and 4′,6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole (DAPI), Followed by  fixing  cells immunohistochemically  using 4% Paraformaldyhye for 

15 minutes and rinsed three times with DPBS. After washing samples were blocked with 0.1% bovine 

serum albumin (BSA) solution for 1 hour at 37°C and were incubated with for 90min at room 

temperature. 

 

Figure 3-7 Biocompatibility of PLGA. A) % Cell viability of SAEC’s cultured on PLGA films for 1,3 and 5 
days, B) DAPI stained nuclei exhibiting proper morphology, C) Fluorescence images of stained SAEC's 
cultured on PLGA films. 

 

3.5.3 Human Breathing Monitoring 
To implement the practical application of designed fabricated sensor, respiration monitoring is 

achieved due to the fact that sensor is eco-friendly and biocompatible48,49. The lung epithelial cells 

were used to verify the biocompatibility of PLGA which augmented its use for breathing analysis of 

human being. To assess the respiration performance, the sensor was placed under the volunteer’s 

nose. Response was divided in to four categories; normal breathing, deep breathing, fast breathing 

and intentional delay between two respective breathing style known as apnea so that the RH value is 

stabilized. The respiratory response is shown in Figure 3-8. Sensor exhibited quick impedance variation 

with frequencies of 0.18 Hz, 0.21 Hz and 0.63 Hz for normal, deep and fast breathing respectively. 

Sensor achieved highest impedance variation in deep breathing as in such case; more water molecules 

are exhaled out and are trapped by sensor surface. During this experiment, we have ignored the effect 
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of temperature as there will be very less effect of normal body temperature on sensor’s output 

impedance, so in that case the sensor can be attributed to be only sensitive to water vapors50–53.   

 

Figure 3-8 Breathing characteristics by impedance response to normal, deep and fast breathing; Time-
dependent impedance variations against breathing of a human sample. 

3.5.4 Sensor’s Flexibility Test 
In Figure 3-9, the flexibility of sensor is analyzed. Due to high flexibility of PET substrate which enabled 

the overall device flexibility54–57. For the proof of concept, bending radium of 5mm was demonstrated. 

The performance of sensor was consistent, stable, linear and sensitive for the wide range which 

supports the integration of sensor for various application especially wearable devices targeting health 

monitoring. Overall, the proposed sensor performed more effectively than reported biocompatible 

sensors with optimum figure of merit by achieving fast response and recovery time, sensitive to whole 

humidity range, flexibility and biocompatibility. The sensor utilizes a novel material which is mostly 

used in drug delivery and other biological applications and can prove to be a good choice for different 

applications, more specifically for health monitoring where biocompatibility and other performance 

factors are highly required10,46,58,59. 
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Figure 3-9 Bending test of sensor for multiple cycles, inset images (left: optical image of bending 
sensor, right: illustration of bending of 5 mm). 
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4 Body Posture Detection Sensors 

Strain sensors have gained significant importance in fields such as human health monitoring, hand and 

limb movement detection, blood pulse monitoring, respiration rate monitoring, feedback-enabled 

soft robots, flexible touch screens, and electronic skin45,60–68. Conventional strain sensors utilize a 

mature technology by exploiting various buckling, meshing, and interlocking films and foams in 

graphene and carbon47,69–71.In addition, inorganic conductive materials have also been explored, 

which contain silver, gold, and ZnO nanowires72–78. In such sensors, the fundamental working 

mechanism is based on the transformation of conductive networks along with the elongation of an 

elastic material79–81. These sensors have high sensitivity changes in strain; however, this not only 

makes the fabrication process complex but also results in large hysteresis, which makes the 

measurement process less precise82–86. To resolve this problem, percolation networks of inorganic 

materials have been used to develop piezocapactitance-based strain sensors. These sensors have 

improved linearity and less hysteresis but lack sensitivity with a gauge factor (in the range of 1.0 or 

less)14,87–90. 

Recently, soft strain sensors have been developed using conductive liquids. These sensors have the 

advantages of a compliant nature, low cost and high suitability of mass production, which allow them 

to efficiently operate in soft electronics applications. Conventional fluidic-based sensors are fabricated 

using three types of conductive liquids, electrolytes based on salts, such as KCl-glycerol, ionic liquids, 

and liquid metals91–95. Moreover, the working principle of such sensors is based on changing electrical 

resistance due to the changing length of the liquid path caused by stretching, bending, and other forms 

of deformation96–100. Conductive carbon greases have also been reported in the literature; however, 

in such a scenario, shear has a significant effect on the resistivity of conductive solutions; thus, they 

have a large memory effect owing to their viscoelasticity attributes. Moreover, researchers have 

explored eutectic gallium-indium alloy (EGaIn) and GaInSn liquid metals to fabricate strain sensors. In 

fact, these liquids have a low melting point and good electrical conductivity of 3.4–3.5 × (106 S m−1), 

and have been used in different robotic and human motion monitoring applications 101,102. However, 

the main hurdle to their mass production is their high cost. Hence, work is still needed to realize a 
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fluidic strain sensor that can achieve a robust blend of features such as less hysteresis, simple design 

structure, fast response and recovery time, large strain sensing range, and most importantly, 

biocompatibility, which is an indispensable requirement for the risk-free usage of sensors for health 

monitoring103–105.  

4.1 Soft Strain Sensor based on KCl-glycerol 

In this research study, we explore sensing capability of a novel biocompatible ionic liquid composed 

of potassium chloride and glycerol. The proposed conductive liquid minimizes the hysteresis problem 

to 4.23%, as compared to existing biocompatible solutions, due to substantially  less viscosity of 

composite. Herein glycerol, a common material used in cosmetics, is a good solvent for halide 

compounds that breaks KCl into potassium cations (K+) and chlorine ions (Cl-) which causes the 

resultant composite to be conductive. The proposed design structure is based on five-half-cycle 

sinusoidal channel pattern which further achieves high sensitivity in addition to high linearity, stable 

measurements and less memory effect. The sensor has been tested under full range relative humidity 

(0-100% RH using our custom-made electronically controlled chamber. As proof of concept the device 

was successfully used in the 3D printed single joint-robotic leg using PLA filament as a feedback sensor 

inside water. The device showed coherent response in respect to angular movement of 30 degree. 

This confirms the underwater application of our proposed sensor for high end under-water robotic 

feedbacks. Moreover the sensor was also used for wearable electronics more specifically monitoring 

the water drinking activity of a human. The device was characterized in the temperature range of 10.0 

– 40.0 °C. 

4.1.1 Sensor Fabrication 
The sensor fabrication mainly contains two steps. Firstly, the design of a highly stretchable material, 

which herein, ecoflex 00-30 (Young’s modulus 70 kPa) and high failure strain of 900%, Smooth-on) has 

been. The silicon elastomer is commercially available in two parts, which when mixed in weight ratio 

of 1:1; the highly flexible rubber comes into shape. Secondly, the fabrication of sinusoidal pattern, 

fused deposition modeling (FDM) based 3D printing was used to create the mold as shown in figure 

1a. Total of five half-cycles were printed in the mold using Creality CR20 printer and ABS filament. 
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Before pouring of elastomer into mold, it was mixed for an hour, followed by stirring, degassing. The 

filled mold was cured on room temperature in 4 hours after which it was peeled off in a careful manner. 

The two silicon-coated wires were already attached with the mold as our target was to make our 

fabricated device waterproof  

 

Figure 4-1 Step by step fabrication process for strain sensor. a) 3D printed mold with silicon coated 
wires attached is filled with ecoflex 00-30 (1), cured elastomer with patterned channel peel off (2), 
spin coating exoflex for thin membrane fabrication (3), half-curd thin membrane (4), combining sensor 
substrate and half-cured membrane for bonding in natural environment (5), fabricated sensor final 
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desired shape and form (6) Injecting conductive liquid inside the fabricated channel using custom-
made stepper motor controlled 2 syringes. 

 

so it was highly required to avoid separate wire connections. In second step, a thin film was spin -

coated on a flat substrate using the same elastomer, which was then half -cured and wet-bonded with 

the first part in ambient temperature with some nominal pressure so there is no leakage for air or 

liquid to inter-cross. Finally two syringes were used to fill the channel with ionic-liquid. It required 

huge synchronization between the movements of both syringes as otherwise bubbles were trapped 

in the liquid-channel which severely degraded the performance of sensor106–109. To resolve this issue, 

we connected the two syringes with stepper motor driven stages which we re programmed using C++ 

on Arduino Mega board as shown in figure 1b. This helped ensuring there was no bubble. Finally the 

tiny holes created due to infilling of liquid, were closed using epoxy glue. Step by step fabrication 

process is shown in Figure 4-1. The area of sensor was 54mm x 20mm and the patterned sinusoidal 

channel has diameter of 2mm with peak to peak height of 12mm and half -cycle width of 10mm. The 

sensor has total of five half-cycles. Various optical images of prepared devices (with infilled sensing 

liquid composite) in different deformation styles have been shown Figure 4-3 e-g. The device showed 

high level of flexibility and capability of undergoing high tensile strain. 

4.1.2 Working mechanism  
The working principle of Gly-KCl is shown in Figure 4-3 which shares concept from a well-known 

phenomenon normally taking place in water; the decomposition of salt in to positive and negative ions 

11093. As glycerol shares major properties with water, it also breaks KCL into potassium cations (K+) and 

chlorine ions (Cl-). The free ions in glycerol develop the conductivity in liquid. Once the device is 

deformed by applying axial strain, the device length increases and simultaneously the cross-sectional 

area is decreased, as a result the resistance is increased. The same affects the viscous liquid in channel 

whose resistance changes based on the intensity of deformation. Applied tensile strain widens the 

space among the free ions in aqueous solution which impacts the overall resistance of liquid from end-

to-end that is measured using a handheld meter. 
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4.1.3 Device Structure optimization 
In order to optimize and check different effects inside fabricated strain sensing device, finite element 

analysis (FEA) was carried out in COMSOL 5.4. First the channel which was filled by solution of Gly -KCl 

was designed and meshed in the COMSOL by utilizing laminar flow and electrostatics modules. The 

purpose of this analysis was to check the velocity and pressure inside the channel by applying voltage. 

Once the fluid entered the channel, it became stagnant; the voltage 0.6V was applied to one end while 

other end was grounded for taking strain sensor measurements84,111–114. 

As a summary of this chapter, we have developed a highly flexible, linear, stable soft strain sensor 

based on the composite of glycerol and potassium chloride using simple and cost-effective fabrication 

technique. Five-half cycle sinusoidal channel was fabricated using highly elastic ecoflex 00-30 with 

help of mold 3D printed using commercial printer. The sensing liquid composite was quite stable with 

lower viscosity that helped our sensor to be less prone to hysteresis effect as low as 4.23%.  Sensor’s 

electrical and mechanical characterization was carried. The developed device attained a linear and 

reproducible response up to 100% strain with maximum GF of 2.7 at full stretching. The device showed 

excellent performance even after the 8000 cycles stretching and relaxing up to 25% of axial strain 

using our custom made tensile testing machine. The fabricated device was sensitive to all strain values 

with the range of 0- 100% with high relative resistance change up to 2.75. The response of device was 

analyzed up to 5 Hz of speed which was consistent which make the proposed design suitable for 

human motion detection applications; moreover the device was characterized in different 

environment varying humidity and temperature, the device stayed highly stable in %100 RH and in 

temperature range from 10-40 0C. The optimization of design was performed in COMSOL 5.4 to 

analyze various effects like pressure distribution, velocity distribution of liquid strain and stress using 

FEA. Lastly, the device was used in three diversified applications; as high end robotic feedback strain 

sensor, water drinking activity monitoring and human finger bending sensor. The results positively 

support the proposed sensor to be strong candidate for applications like wearable electronics and 

feedback sensing for robotics.   
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Figure 4-2 FEA carried out in COMSOL 5.4 of proposed device and simple straight channel results (a) 

Pressure (pa) distribution of proposed design (b) Velocity distribution of proposed design (c) Pressure 
(pa) distribution of straight channel (d) Velocity distribution of straight channel e) displacement effect 
on proposed design f) stress effect on proposed design g) displacement effect on straight channel design 
h) stress effect on straight channel design 
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The electrical response of strain sensing devices was analyzed by measuring the resistance between 

device’s two end terminals against axial stretching and relaxation strain. The device was the measured  

 

Figure 4-3 a) custom made Tensile Strain Characterization setup with capability of applying variable 
strain with programmed frequency, b) Working Mechanism of fabricated sinusoidal channel patterned 
strain sensor c) Viscosity of pure glycerol and composite glycerol-KCl against temperature range (10-
50 0C), e-g optical images of fabricated sensors in different mechanical states 

 

resistance values were then converted to relative change of resistance ΔR/R0 which was plotted 

against applied strain. The device was tested up to stretching of 100% strain which showed high 

sensitivity with almost three times resistance change with full strain of 100%.  The response was highly 
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linear during loading and unloading cycles. The hysteresis incurred in sensor’s response was calculated 

using formula mentioned in equation (1) 115. 

𝐷𝐻 =
𝐴𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝐴𝑈𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝐴𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑥100    (1) 

 

Figure 4-4 a) Resistance-Strain response of sensor from 0% to 100% strain and hysteresis behavior of 

device, b) Experimental results of resistance change (ΔR/R0) as a function of the applied frequency, c) 

Resistance response of sensor against applied tensile strain at three different temperatures, 20 0C, 30 0C, 
40 0C. d) Sensor response in humidity controlled chamber from 0-100 %RH, e) gauge factor vs applied 
strain, f) stability analysis of sensor at 50% strain for ~15minutes 

 

4.1.4 Cyclic Performance 
The long-term stability of sensor was determined by applying cyclic stretching and relaxing at a speed 

of 0.5Hz. Device was loaded to 50% strain in each cycle and then released to 0% strain. The results 

were quite stable and endorse great level of tendency for reproducing the consistent response in 

various applications. Figure 4-5 shows the relative resistance change of developed sensor against 

cyclic loading and unloading effect for 8000 cycles. It can be seen in figure 4a, the response is highly 

stable and nearly maintained constant base resistance. Figure 4-5 b-c shows the first and last 10 cycles 

respectively which were zoomed and directly plotted from Figure 4-5a. Overall sensor’s output is 

highly durable to a large number of cycles. This consistency also recommends the device to be a 

favorable candidate for robotics applications we normally operate for indefinitely high number of 
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cycles. For the commercialization of any device, it is very important that the designed device must 

possess high level of reproducibility. We tested three samples with same design and environmental 

parameters. The response of three samples are shown in Figure 4-5d, that clearly depicts a minute 

level of difference in resistance change when all sensors were stretched from 0% to 100% strain. All 

the performance parameters are summarized in Table 1 along with recently reported sensors based 

on conductive liquid. 

Table 1 Summary of performance results of recently reported fluidic stretchable strain sensors based on 

conductive liquid materials. 

Sensing 
Material 

Stretchabl
e Substrate 

Strain Strain 
Speed 

DH Gauge 
Factor 

No. of 
Cycles 

Optimization 
through 

Simulation 

Ref. 

GaInSn PDMS 50% -- -- -- 20 No 116 

NaCl -Ecoflex Ecoflex 50% -- 21.34% -- -- No 84 

Carbon 
grease ink 

Ecoflex 100% -- 9.04% 3.8 1000 No 117 

KI-Gly Ecoflex 50% 2 Hz 5.3% 2.2 4000 No 73 

ethylene 
glycol/NaCl 

Ecoflex 250% -- 6.52% <4 3000 Yes 94 

Graphene/ 
Glycerin 

Ecoflex 1000
% 

-- -- 45 10000 No 118 

reduced 
graphene 
oxide/DI 

Ecoflex 400% -- 31.6% -- -- No 119 

KCL-Gly Ecoflex 100% 5 Hz 4.23% 2.7 8000 Yes This 
Work 
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Figure 4-5 Cyclic Stretching and relaxing of sensor for 8000 cycles. a) Showing 8000 cycle’s resistance 

response. b) Showing first 10 cycles resistance vs time. c) Last 10 cycle’s resistance vs time, d -f) stills 
captured form a video at different strain levels 
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4.1.5 Sensor Applications 
Finally the fabricated sensing device was used in three versatile applications; feedback strain sensor 

for robotic use inside water and to monitor human activity. For the first application, a single -joint 

robotic arm was printed using a commercial 3D printer. Two parts of leg were 70mm and 90mm long, 

respectively. We mainly focused to mimic the frog’s leg which is commonly made for toys. However, 

this does not limit the scope of application, as the sensor could be used arbitrarily for any application  

that requires feedback information. The total angular movement of fabricated leg was up to 30 degree, 

therefore we analyzed the response our sensor for multiple cycles on three different movements (10 

degree, 20 degree and 30 degree). The entire leg with sensor properly attached to joint was then 

immersed inside water. The response was quite coherent with the movement as can be seen in Figure 

4-6a. For the first two movements the relative change in resistance was in the range of 0.21 with no 

major change however the response substantially raised to two-fold when the movement of 30 degree 

was applied. It is obvious that the output of device is easily distinguishable to various movements 

which will not require any complex circuitry for the comparator which supports our fabricated sensor 

to be good candidate to be cost-effective and reliable solution for high end robotic feedback including 

under water applications. In Figure 4-6b, human activity of drinking water was monitored. The device 

was attached to the upper part of neck of subject using adhesive tapers on the two ends. The activity 

was monitored for about 15 seconds. The relative change of 0.35 was measured; moreover this activity 

was monitored multiple times due to high inconsistency in the drinking style of same subject, so the 

most lucid behavior in terms of resistive behavior is shown here. Inset images show real sensor 

attached with human neck while left being the zoomed still.  The optical images of printed robotic arm 

and strain sensor attached with it are shown in Figure 4-6e-g. It can be seen that sensor was immersed 

in pot, full of water. It was made sure to put that of arm downward which had sensor aside so the 

sensor has continuous contact with water. This confirmed the use of proposed sensor to be used for 

under water applications. The proposed device was further used as a human finger movement sensor. 

The device was attached to the upper part of index finger. The movement was classified in to two 

speeds, normal and quick bending. The results shown in figure 6c represent the slow and fast bending 

cycles of a human finger. The response was measured in a room temperature with relative humidity 
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level of ~41%, moreover sensor’s output is quite distinguishable with very negligible noisy effect that 

further confirms sensor’s application in human motion detection as wearable electronic sensor.  

 

 

 

  

a b 

c d 

e 

f 

g 

Figure 4-6 a) Resistance response of sensor attached with the joint of 3D printed robotic leg capable of 
rotation with angular displacement of 30 degree; response at 10 degree, 20 degree and 30 degree movement, 
b) sensor response in terms of relative resistance change to monitor the water drinking activity of human, c) 
bending response of sensor attached to human finger, d) reproducibility test of 3 samples e -g optical images 
of sensor attached with joint of arm in different states inside water.  
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4.2 Wrist Pulse Sensor 

High performance biodegradable electronic devices are becoming popular due to their enormous 

applications as biomedical implants or short-term communication devices. They are biocompatible 

and eco-friendly. For example, wearable or implantable biodegradable pressure sensors are very 

useful for cardiovascular or blood flow monitoring. But unfortunately, very few previous research have 

focused on developing biodegradable pressure sensors. Here we propose a composite of Polylactic-

co-glycolic acid (PLGA) and Polycaprolactone (PCL) for biodegradable piezo-capacitive pressure sensor 

fabrication for low pressure measurement in tactile ranges of (0 < P < 5 kPa). An electrospun PLGA-

PCL composite membrane has been used as elastomeric dielectric sandwiched between two 

biodegradable iron-zinc (Fe-Zn) bilayer electrodes, deposited on degradable Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 

substrate using electron beam deposition, and encapsulated in PLGA thin films for device fabrication. 

PLGA-PCL nanofibrous dielectric membrane is highly compressible and porous having tunable 

mechanical as well as dielectric properties and has been reported first ever for biodegradable pressure 

sensor application. The sensitivity of the sensor was found to be 0.863 ± 0.025 kPa−1in the low 

pressure region (0 < P ≤ 1.86 kPa) which is quite high as compared to previous literature on 

biodegradable sensors so far while it adapted to a value of 0.062 ± 0.005 kPa−1for high pressure region 

(1.86 kPa < P ≤ 4.6 kPa). The lowest detected value was 1.24 Pa (at 10mgf). Sensor showed good 

average response and recovery times of 251 ms and 170 ms respectively. In vitro degradation studies 

of the sensor were performed in PBS solution and sensor lost 60% of its initial weight during  first two 

weeks of degradation and continued to degrade even after that. After one week of incubation sensor 

showed a 19.5% decrease in low pressure measurement range while there was no significant 

difference in upper detection range. It has been used to measure the arterial pulse wave on wrist and 

a 4 × 4pressure sensor array was made to demonstrate its use in mapping different pressure points.  

4.2.1 Sensor Fabrication 
The commercially available 30 µm thick PVA sheet, after plasma treatment for 5 min to modify surface 

properties for electrodes deposition, was masked at the non-deposition area with inkjet-printed 

sticker paper readily available. After that a 10 nm thin layer of Fe followed by 100 nm layer of Zn was 
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deposited using the e-beam evaporation system to make bilayer electrodes onto the substrate. Thin 

layer of Fe was used to promote the adhesion between Zn electrodes and the main substrate.  

Moreover for the measurement of the pressor sensor, a custom made setup was used, as shown in 

Figure 4-8. 

 

Figure 4-7 Step by step fabrication process of pressure sensor 

Two as prepared electrode-substrate samples were used to make a sandwich like structure for the 

sensor later. For solution electrospinning of the dielectric material first a high viscosity ink of PLGA: 

PCL in 8:2was prepared in 2,2,2-Trifluroethanol. 0.8 g of PLGA and 0.2 g of PCL were dissolved in the 

7.3 g of solvent and stirred magnetically for 6 h at 40◦C and 1500 rpm to form homogeneous solution. 

This ink formulation was chosen after comparing with 5:5 PLGA: PCL composition (which resulted in 

non-uniform fiber diameters, no performance improvement and could have possibly resulted in long 

degradation time of the composite membrane because of more PCL content). Then this high viscosity 

ink was used in electrospinning process (Applied Potential: 8.7 kV, Collector distance: 14 cm,  Flow rate: 

0.4 ml/hr) to form ∼8 µm thick membrane of nanofibers and cut into 10mm*10 mm pieces as the 

composite biodegradable dielectric layer. After making electrical wiring connections,  for 
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measurement, using silver epoxy to the electrodes the device  was glued in a sandwich type structure 

after placing dielectric membrane using PVA solution as adhesive. At the end it was encapsulated using 

sping coating 5 µm thin layer of PLGA. The step by step fabrication process is shown in Figure 4-7. 

 

Figure 4-8 Custom made measurement setup for pressure sensor 

4.2.2 Sensor Applications 
An array of 4 × 4 pressure sensors was fabricated and utilized for demonstrating its use in spatial 

pressure distribution as shown in Figure 4-9. A commercially available pressure mapping platform 

along with their software was used to characterize the fabricated sensor array for this purpose. 

Different objects were placed on it to prove its usefulness in mapping pressure points. 
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Figure 4-9 (a) 4 × 4 array prepared using dielectric membrane connected to commercially available 
pressure mapping platform, and Application of pressure ( i) By using fingers (ii) By adhesive tape (iii) 
By a (powder) filled bottle, and their respective Snapshots of pressure profiles indicated in i, ii, iii taken 
from the software with scalebar showing relative change in capacitance with respect to color, whereas 
the rightmost picture shows the as-developed array and readout board. 

As fabricated device was used to monitor the wrist pulse. For this purpose, a custom built setup using 

a 24bit capacitance to digital converter AD7746 was used along with an arduino micro-controller to 

record the capacitance data. The data was recorded at 40 Hz sampling frequency keeping in view the 

response and recovery times to produce minimum lag. The data for a normal pulse and pulse after 5 

min of exercise were recorded to demonstrate the sensor’s usefulness in vital monitor ing. Sensor 

response for a 5 s interval has been shown in Figure 4-10. As can be seen in the figure that sensor is 

showing higher relative change in capacitance and higher frequency for pulse signal after 5 min of 

exercise because of the rise in blood pressure in wrist artery and in the heartbeat.  
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Figure 4-10 Wrist pulse rate measurement using custom made board 

4.3 Soft Strain sensor based on PEDOT: PSS/MWCNTs 

This research focuses on the design of a fluidic strain sensor based on a sinusoidal pattern filled with 

a novel biocompatible conductive poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate multiwall 

carbon nanotube (PEDOT:PSS/MWCNT) composite liquid. The presence of MWCNT further enhances 

the conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS solution, and the sensor. A two-order change in electrical resistance 

was observed across the electrodes of the developed sensor upon applying uniaxial strain of up to 

150%. The sensor is fabricated using a simple process and exhibits high performance with hysteresis 

of 1.56%, considerably less than that of existing biocompatible solutions in addition to excellent 

sensitivity with a maximum GF of 89.4 at 150% strain. Moreover, the as-developed sensor achieves 

high linearity (R2= 0.9935), stable cyclic performance for 1000 cycles at 30% strain, and the ability to 

follow the applied strain up to a maximum speed of 10 Hz. Moreover, the structure of the sensor is 

based on a sinusoidal pattern with 2.5 cycles, which was simulated in our previous study120. To confirm 

the device’s performance under various environmental conditions, it was tested under the full range 

of humidity (0–100% RH) at various temperatures (20 °C–40 °C) using our in-house built electronically 

controlled chamber. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, the fabricated sensor was used with a 

single joint robotic leg as a high-end feedback sensor. Moreover, prior to using the sensor as a 
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wearable sensor, the biocompatibility of the device was tested by cell viability asse ssment of human 

epidermal keratinocytes HEKp and HUVEC. The simple fabrication process and ultrahigh sensitivity of 

the device make it a robust candidate for wearable and robotic applications.  

 

4.3.1 Fabrication of Sensor 
The fabrication of the fluidic strain sensor followed a two-step process. In the first step, an 

ultrastretchable elastomer, Ecoflex 00–30, was used. This material is commercially provided in two 

parts; A and B, which are mixed in an equal weight ratio (1:1). Prior to designing the elastomeric matrix, 

a mold containing a sinusoidal pattern was modeled using SolidWorks 13.0 and then 3D printed using 

a Creality CR20 printer by fused deposition modeling (FDM) as in our previous study.  (5) The prepared 

Ecoflex solution was first mixed for 1 h, stirred, and then degassed. Before pouring the Ecoflex into 

the printed mold, two silicon-coated electrodes were attached. The solution present in the mold was 

cured for more than 4 h until it was fully cured, after which, it was carefully peeled off with great care 

so that the engraved channel was not damaged. A stable connection between the electrodes and the 

conductive liquid, and similarly with the measurement electronics, was of great importance, as a large 

strain such as 150% could break the electrical connection easily17,94,121; to resolve this problem, silicon-

coated wires were used. This enabled the sensor to have a strong soft-to-rigid connection, improved 

the compatibility with the elastomeric matrix, and had minimum effect on the sensor’s readouts. 

Moreover, the thickness variation was made in relation to gradient nature in the close vicinity of the 

electrodes; this further helped significantly improve the sensor’s dimensional stability in the case of  

high-frequency strain applications. For the encapsulation of the sensor’s pattern, a thin membrane 

was prepared by the blade-coating process. The membrane was half-cured, which took around 2 h at 

room temperature, and then it was bonded with an elastomeric matrix with a sinusoidal pattern. The 

pattern was fully encapsulated after bonding for 2 h. Moreover, the thickness of the membrane was 

kept in the range of 0.8–1.0 mm. 

In the second step, the channel was filled with the liquid. However, with manual handling, two syringes 

from both ends could not fill the channel completely, leaving many bubbles that severely degraded 
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the sensor’s sensing performance. Thus, a high synchronization between the two syringes was 

required, which was not possible with human handling. To make this possible, the syringes were 

actuated by stepper motors, which were controlled by an Arduino Mega. A program in C++ language 

was used to further calibrate the process. As a result, the conductive liquid was infilled using an 

automated process, and no bubbles were formed. However, owing to the filling of the channel, two 

tiny holes were created, which were closed using epoxy glue. Figure 4-11 shows the sensor’s design 

process.  

 

Figure 4-11 Step by Step Fabrication Process 

4.3.2 Working Mechanism 
The working principle of the proposed sensor is based on a simple concept16,108,122,123: the resistance 

is directly proportional to the effective length of the conductive liquid. Herein, as strain  is applied to 

the device, its length starts increasing i.e., the length of the liquid leading to increased resistance 

across the two electrodes. The composite of PEDOT:PSS/MWCNT was used owing to its high shuttling 

capacity of electrons inside the channel, Moreover, for strain-sensing applications, it is important to 
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have a conductive polymer, which has the inherent feature of elasticity; PEDOT:PSS not only helps to 

minimize the hysteresis due to its faster conductive path recreations, but also retains the  memory of 

its initial position at higher frequencies. The incorporation of MWCNT further improves the 

conductivity, sensitivity, and memory effect in addition to strengthening the conductive articulated 

paths between the electrodes. The structure of the conductive liquid present in the channel is shown 

in Figure 4-12(a). Moreover, the viscoelasticity of the elastomer also limits the ability of the sensors 

to achieve a better memory effect due to the imperfect attachment of the elastomer between 

sidewalls and conductive liquid molecules. This is a straight channel, wherein  

 

Figure 4-12 (a) Schematic showing structure of conductive PEDOT:PSS/MWCNT present in the channel. 
(b) Schematic showing a segment of the stretched sidewall of the infilled channel. Upon axial 
stretching, the effective length of the conductive liquid increases, whereas the relaxation is 
suppressed by the horizontal stress component. (c) Raman spectra of the composite of MWCNT and 
PEDOT:PSS, PEDOT:PSS, and the MWCNT. 
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the elastomer’s volume (VEC) increases owing to stretching. Moreover, the Poisson ratio of elastomers 

is lower than 0.5 in practice. However, in the proposed sensor, the volumes of the conductive liquid 

and elastomeric channel remain constant. To confirm the volume limitation (VEC=VIL), the channel is 

affected by compressing forces, enabling contraction in the axial direction. This contraction has been 

minimized by the design of the sinusoidal channel, which incorporates a sheer stress axial component 

and compressive force relaxation as can be seen in Figure 4-12(b); this causes significantly less lateral 

change in the length of the sensor. The non uniform strain–stress distribution in the wavy channel 

enables it to outperform as a simple straight channel124–127. Figure 4-12(c) shows the Raman spectra 

of the proposed composite and the individual MWCNT and PEDOT:PSS dispersions in DMF solvent (D, 

G, and 2D bands) at a resolution of 500 nm. Moreover, two functions were considered while 

performing the numerical analysis of the proposed strain sensor: the bulk relaxation modulus K(t) and 

the shear modulus G(t) as given in Eqs. (1) and (2), repectively. Herein, 𝐺0 and 𝐾0 represent the time-

dependent shear modulus and bulk modulus, respectively, whereas the other parameters denote 

material coefficients108,128–130.  

𝐾(𝑡) = 𝐺0 ∑ 𝑔𝑖[(1 − 𝑒−𝑡 𝜕𝑖⁄ )]𝑛
𝑖=1    (1) 

 𝐺(𝑡) = 𝐾0[1 − ∑ 𝑘𝑖[(1 − 𝑒−𝑡 𝜕𝑖⁄ )]𝑛
𝑖=1 ]     (2) 

4.3.3 Sensor’s Electrical Response 
The electrical characterization of the as-developed sensor was performed by measuring the output 

resistance across the two electrodes of the device against the applied uniaxial strain. The measured 

resistance was then converted into the relative change of resistance (ΔR/R0× 100). The sensor was 

tested in the strain range of 0–150%. Figure 4-13 (a) shows the relative resistance against the applied 

strain of the sensor. The strain was increased/decreased with a speed of 0.5 Hz. Moreover, the 

hysteresis was calculated to be 1.56% using Eq. (1)115,117,131,132. There is significantly higher consistency 

among the curves for stretching and releasing, which is associated with the inherent elasticity of 

PEDOT:PSS and the unique sinusoidal design of the channel. The minimized memory effect in the 

proposed sensor makes it a robust option for use in high-end feedback and a myriad other relevant 

applications118,133,134. 
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𝐷𝐻 =
𝐴𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝐴𝑈𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝐴𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
× 100    (3) 

It is essential that the strain sensor produces a consistent output resistance for various speed -driven 

strain applications135–137. To experimentally show that the strain sensor possesses this property, the 

uniaxial strain was applied over the full range (0–150%) at programmed speeds (0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10 

Hz), the results of which are shown in Figure 4-13. The device under test showed excellent consistency 

when operated at different frequencies. Moreover, at all speeds, the GF was ~89.4. There was 

significant improvement in the performance of the proposed sensor at very low frequencies such as  

0.5 Hz and at relatively high frequencies such as 10 Hz, which makes it a favorable candidate for not 

only human body motion quantification (which requires a frequency of 2 Hz) but also robotic 

applications (which can function at 10 Hz or more)138. Herein, the change in resistance and change in 

length are represented by ∆𝑅 and  ∆𝐿, and 𝑅0 and 𝐿0  represent the initial resistance and length 

respectively, when the sensor is under no strain condition. The sensor achieved a maximum GF of 89.4 

at the maximum strain of 150%, which is considerably higher than that of fluidic strain sensors 

reported in the literature, as shown in Table 1. This ultrasensitive feature of the proposed sensor is 

due to the higher conductivity of the conductive liquid, the optimized design, and the strong electrical 

paths augmented by MWCNT. Moreover, there is some fluctuation in the GF response below 20% 

strain; this is due to the initial abrupt change in the viscoelastic strain/stress, which causes breakdown 

in the electrical paths. However, despite this fact, the minimum GF attained by the sensor was 55, 

which is itself a good performance figure of merit. Moreover the optical images of sensors under 

different bending states are shown in Figure 4-14. 
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Figure 4-13 (a) Sensor loading/unloading response from 0 to 150 strain, (b) sensor response as a 
function of the applied frequency, c) sensor response at temperatures of 20, 30, and 40 °C. (d) sensor 
response under humid environment from 0–100 %RH, (e) sensor response at 50% strain for 0.5 h, and 
f) gauge factor plotted against applied strain. 

The stability of the strain sensor plays a key role in high-end applications139–141. The higher the stability, 

the more precise and accurate the decisions that can be taken using the sensor’s feedback. To confirm 

this, two different experiments were performed. First, a fixed strain of 50% was applied across the 

device for 0.5 h. The resistance was measured to be ~65 KΩ at a uniaxial strain of 50%; this remained 

constant throughout the experiment. Second, the device was tested for a long run (1000 cycles) at a 

strain of 30%. The speed during this experiment was fixed to be 0.5 Hz. Moreover, the proposed sensor 

is also compared with other fluidic strain sensors in Table 2.  

Table 2 Comparison of proposed sensor with previously reported fluidic strain sensors. 

Sensing 

Material 

Matrix 

Material 

Sensing 

Range 

Strain 

Frequency 

DH 

(%) 

GF Reproducibility COD Ref. 

GaInSn PDMS 50% -- -- -- 20 Almost 

linear 

142 

NaCl-Ecoflex Ecoflex 50% -- 21.34

% 

-- -- ~0.999 143 

Carbon 

grease 

solution 

Ecoflex 100% -- 9.04

% 

3.8 1000 Non-

linear 

144 

KI-Gly Ecoflex 50% 2 Hz 5.3% 2.2 4000 Almost 

linear 

110 
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Ethylene 

glycol/NaCl 

Ecoflex 250% -- 6.52

% 

<4 3000 ~0.989 

 

145 

PEDOT: PSS PDMS 30% -- ~9% 12,00

0 

-- -- 146 

Graphene/ 

Glycerine 

Ecoflex 1000% -- -- 45 10,000 Almost 

linear 

119 

rGO/DI Ecoflex 400% -- 31.6

% 

-- -- Almost 

linear 

147 

KCL-Gly Ecoflex 100% 5 Hz 4.23

% 

2.7 8000 ~0.99 148 

PEDOT:PSS

/MWCNT 

Ecoflex 150% 10 Hz 1.56

% 

89.4 1000 0.99 This 

wor

k 

 

4.3.4 Sensor’s stability towards temperature and humidity 
The stability of the sensor under humid conditions is essential; its response should not be affected by 

changes in atmospheric humidity149,150. To confirm the waterproof feature and stability under humid 

environment  of the proposed fluidic strain sensor, we characterized its response over the entire range 

of relative humidity (0–100% RH) using our custom-designed computer-controlled chamber. For 

reference, a DTU-21D commercial sensor was used to measure the relative humidity, which was 

interfaced with an ESP232 board, and its data was serially logged to a computer, as shown in Fig. S3. 

The humidity of the chamber was gradually changed with the help of a proportional integrator and 

differentiator (PID) controller. It can be seen in Figure 4-13 that the sensor’s response is highly stable 

across the entire range of humidity. This implies that the proposed sensor is unaffected by 

environmental humidity conditions. Similarly, the fabricated device’s performance was analyzed while 

changing the temperature. The sensor and custom-built stage were placed inside a temperature-

controlled chamber in which the entire range of strain from 0 to 150% was applied. The experiment 

was performed at 20, 30, and 40 °C) and little effect of temperature on the proposed sensor was 

observed, indicating its stability for various wearable health-monitoring applications where the 

temperature is around 40 °C. This is also supported by the fact that the sensitivity of the sensor is not 
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dependent on the conductivity, i.e., the relative change in resistance is independent of the  conductive 

solution.(34) 

4.3.5 Reproducibility of Sensor 
Figure 4-15 shows that the as-developed sensor achieved very fast response and recovery times of 

720 and 900 ms, respectively. The rapid sensing performance of the sensor paves the way for its 

efficient use in high-speed robotic applications more efficiently. The relationships between resistance 

and GF is represented by Eq. (5), where 𝛾 represents the contact resistance. 

∆𝑅

𝑅0
= 𝛾(𝐺𝐹2 + 2𝐺𝐹)    (5) 

 
Figure 4-14 optical images of sensor in various physical bending states 
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Figure 4-15 (a) Cyclic performance of sensor for 1000 cycles. (b) Stability for 10 cycles under 

different strains;(c) first 10 cycles, (d) last 10 cycles, (e) sensor response and recovery times, 

and (f) response of three different samples plotted against strain. 

4.3.6 Sensor Biocompatibility Test 
To target wearable applications for humans, it is of considerable importance that the proposed sensor 

must be biocompatible. This means that the sensor has not only high electrical and mechanical 

performance but also must not pose any harm to human skin when it is worn. To prove the 

biocompatibility of the developed sensor, we performed a live -dead assay experiment. For this, 
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human epidermal keratinocytes (HEKp)(Thermo Fisher scientific) human umbilical vein endothelial 

cells (HUVEC)  

Figure 4-16(a) Confocal laser scanning microscopy z-stack images of HEKp increasing viability on the 
strain sensor after 48, 96, and 156 h. (Green fluorescence shows live cells, whereas  red fluorescence 
shows dead cells, scale bar 100 µm (n=3), (b) Confocal laser scanning microscopy z-stack images of 
HUVEC cells showing increasing viability on strain sensor after 48, 96, and 156 h. (Green fluorescence 
shows live cells whereas red fluorescence shows dead cells; scale bar 100 µm (n=3). 

(ATCC) were cultured on a sensor surface made of PDMS at passage numbers 4 and 5 respectively. 

HEkp were cultured in serum-free mediaEpiLife® media with 60 µM calcium and human keratinocyte 

growth supplement (HKGS), and HUVEC were cultured in vascular cell basal medium with growth 

factors. Sensors containing cells were placed in petri plates with different media and kept at 37 °C in 

5% CO2 at 99% humidity for 7 days in incubator. Cell viability was determined by a lived/dead assay 

kit (Thermo fisher). After 48, 96, and 156 h, the sensors containing HEKp and HUVEC were washed 

with PBS and stained with 2 µl of calcein to stain the incubated live cells for 20 min at room 

temperature and with 0.5 µl of ethidium homodimer to stain the dead cells for 10 min at room 

temperature. They were then washed thrice and visualized under a confocal laser scanning 

microscope. Z-stack images were taken for all the samples.    

4.3.7 Sensor Applications 
The fabricated sensor was used in different wearable electronics and robotic applications for the 

measurement of human body motion and angle measurement, respectively. In the first proof -of-
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concept demonstration, the fabricated device was attached to the upper side of the index finger of a 

human’s right hand using adhesive bandages, while thin and lightweight electrical wires were used to 

read out the device’s electrical resistance. The subject was free to bend the finger as desired. The 

experiment was divided into two movements: slow bending and fast bending. Moreover, before the 

data-logging process, it was ensured that the output resistance of the sensor was stable (~3.51 KΩ). 

Figure 4-17 shows the results of the movement of the finger at room temperature and normal 

humidity (~40%). Slow bending and fast bending are clearly distinguishable, further confirming that 

the sensor’s response effectively follows the motion of the human finger.  As soon as the finger is bent, 

the relative change in resistance jumps to a value of around 300%. Similarly, it is important to monitor 

the mechanical movement of the human arm, especially in the case of fracture. To target this 

application, the device was wrapped around the elbow, which was at the center of the sensor. The 

data logged by the LCR meter is shown in Figure 4-17. Similarly to the experiment on the finger, the 

subject was instructed to freely move his elbow at either a normal speed or a high speed as desired. 

The sensor showed response of 590% and 10% in the bending and straightening conditions, 

respectively. The as-developed fluidic strain sensor clearly distinguished the two movements without 

any unit of pre-calibration or pretreatment. Moreover, to prove that the proposed sensor can measure 

small changes in physical deformations, the device was attached to the middle of the subject’s neck. 

The subject was asked to drink water and the electrical response of the strain sensor was measured 

in real time, as shown in. Herein, the relative change in resistance (6–30%) clearly indicates the 

drinking style of the subject. Moreover, the proposed device is promising for studying human drinking 

styles for various liquids. 
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Figure 4-17 (a) Monitoring of man finger motion, (b) sensor response when attached on human elbow 
joint (c) monitoring of water drinking pattern, (d) sensor response when attached on knee joint, (e) 
sensor response when used with 3D-printed robotic leg, and (f) sensor response when strain with a 
speed of 10 Hz is applied. 

Finally, the sensor was used as a high-end feedback sensor for a robotic leg. For this, a leg mimicking 

that of a frog was 3D-printed using a commercial printer. An Ultraflex PLA filament was used to print 

the soft leg of the frog. The actuation of the leg was made possible by embedding shape memory alloy  

(SMA) functional wires (0.3 mm diameter). Upon the application of voltage (5 V), a current of around 

1 A started flowing, which heated the wires, resulting in the contraction of the leg. However, to 

optimise the performance of the sensor to the leg, three angular movements (10, 20 and 30°) of the 

leg were precalibrated using electrical-current optimization methods. Figure 4-17(e) shows the 

response of the sensor to the movements over multiple cycles. The device’s response is highly  

distinguishable for each movement. The change in electrical resistance at 30° actuation was more than 

double at 10˚ actuation. The actuation speed was limited by the cooling/heating of the SMA-

embedded robotic leg. However, to further prove that the device can even be used for relatively high 

frequency applications in robotics, we applied a sinusoidally governed strain to the custom-made 

stage used to uniaxially deform the fabricated device at two frequencies (5 and 10 Hz). The responses 

of the sensor at 5 and 10 Hz are given in Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-17(f), respectively.  The device closely 

follows the applied sinusoidal pattern of the strain at the very higher frequency of 10 Hz. This proves 

that the proposed sensor can be a robust option for high-end robotic feedback application, in addition 

to personal wearable electronics.   
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5 Conclusion and Future Work 

The main focus of this research work was to develop high performance soft sensing devices using 3D 

printing and Reverse Offset Printing.  The targeted sensors include environmental monitoring sensor 

(humidity sensor) and (strain and humidity sensors) and fluidic strain sensors (for body posture 

detection and robotics high-end feedback applications) have been developed with successful target 

of enhancing the features like sensing capacity,  detection range, detection limit, cyclic stability, 

hysteresis, data reproducibility, robustness, transient response time, linearity and  accuracy. Using 

inter-disciplinary research including materials science, processes, printing systems, sensing principle 

and device physics, the targets were achieved.  The developed sensors are easy to be interfaced and 

even simple read-out circuits can be used to use the sensors. The key conclusions of the research and 

the possible future work can be summarized as: 

1. A biocompatible humidity sensor has been developed using a poly lactic glycolic acid (PLGA) 

as a sensing layer for the first time using all printing methods with excellent performance 

parameters that are comparable to commercial devices.  

2. The best performance parameters achieved for the humidity sensor were full range of sensing 

(0 – 100% RH), fast response time of 3 s, recovery time of 6 s, highly linear response (0.9810 

ROC), stability up to 5 mm radius bendability, high reproducibility and a very good choice for 

human breathing activity monitoring. 

3. A fluidic based strain sensor based on a novel biocompatible ionic liquid composed of 

potassium chloride and glycerol and optimized structure was developed using a very simple 

and cost-effective fabrication method. 

4. The soft strain sensor showed excellent results such as sensitivity up to 100% uniaxial strain, 

low hysteresis of 4.23%, consistent response up to 5 Hz speed, Gauge Factor for 2.7, high cyclic 

performance on 8000 cycles, temperature resistant up to 40 °C and fully waterproof.  

5. Another ultra flexible, highly stable, and linear fluidic strain sensor using a biocompatible 

conductive composite based on PEDOT:PSS/MWCNT was fabricated which showed excellent 
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performance parameters that are better or at least comparable to the existing liquid based 

strain sensors in the literature.  

6. The developed strain sensor showed excellent sensitivity up to 150% uniaxial stretching and 

relaxation, minimum hysteresis (1.56%), high linearity (R2= 0.9935), sensitivity with a GF of 

89.4 at 150% strain, high level of reproducibility for 1000 cycle, consistency in response up to 

at a speed of 10 Hz, temperature and humidity resistant and feature of biocompatibility. 

7. The future target is to focus more number of applications while simultaneously decreasing the 

fabrication cost and significantly enhancing the scalability of the developed sensors. In case 

of application-specific sensors, some parameters can be compromised on the cost of some 

very important parameters. The aim is to optimize the sensing devices’ structure and working 

mechanism using analytical mathematics and rigorous simulation work in addition to 

proposing novel biocompatible materials. To achieve all these goals, inter-disciplinary 

research is a fundamental key.  The current research focuses on the design high performance 

small-sized sensors and embedding them into soft robots for targeting environmental 

exploration applications. Moreover, high-throughput multi-array sensors will also be used in 

various scenarios in future. 
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